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[57] ABSTRACT 
A constant amplitude Doppler producing radar reflec-
tor for simulating a moving target. A plurality of dihe-
dral reflectors having equal radar cross sections are 
rotated axially at equal rotational speeds. The dihedral 
reflectors are separated laterally and in the direction 
towards the illuminating radar by a distance which 
keeps the radar returns from the two reflectors in phase 
quadrature. With the radar cross sections of the reflec-
tors being equal, the return signals to a linearly polar-
ized radar maintains constant amplitude as the dihedral 
reflectors rotate. 
18 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION CONSTANT AMPLITUDE DOPPLER PRODUCING 
RADAR REFLECTOR 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates generally to radar systems, and 
more particularly to a calibrated moving target simula-
tor of constant amplitude and precisely controllable 
It is therefore an object of this invention to provide a 
calibrated MTI target which will appear to a linearly 
5 polarized radar as a target of constant radar cross-sec-
tion (RCS) moving either towards or away from the 
radar at a constant velocity. 
Doppler. 10 
The device of this invention is a calibrated test target 
for checking the performance of moving target indica-
tion (MTI) radars. It comprises a rotating dihedral re-
flector (quadrahedral) to simulate the return from a 
moving target with a constant radar cross-section 15 
(RCS). A number of methods exist in the prior art for 
simulating moving targets. One method is the injection 
of simulated target signals directly into the radar re-
ceiver. This method is commonly used to test MTI 
radars but does not include the effects. of transmitter 20 
instabilities or scanning losses. In a second method, a 
microwave antenna is terminated by a waveguide short 
with a pin diode situated a distance in front of the wave-
guide short. The pin diode is modulated by alternately 
turning the pin diode on and off thus producing a dis- 25 
crete phase shift in the signal reflected back to the radar. 
The return signal provides a return at the simulated 
speed plus multiples of the simulated speed due to 
square wave modulation and, as such, cannot be used to 
determine signal loss at blind speeds. The return signal 30 
is also difficult to calibrate due to antenna voltage stand-
ing wave ratio and pin diode variables. 
In a third method, a microwave signal is received in 
one antenna, modulated with a low frequency signal 
corresponding to the simu.lated target speed, amplified 35 
and retransmitted to a second antenna. The amplitude of 
the return is hard to calibrate due to the variability of all 
components in the system including antenna voltage 
standing wave ratios, amplifier gain and mixer conver-
40 
sion losses. The unwanted signal sideband is hard to 
eliminate due to the relatively low Doppler frequencies 
of the simulated target. 
A fourth method involves the rotation of a trihedral 
or other reflector on an arm to induce motion of the 45 
reflector with respect to the radar. This method results 
in amplitude modulation and variation at the apparent 
target Doppler. An example is U.S. Pat. No. 4,370,654. 
A fifth method involves modulation of one of the 
reflecting walls of a trihedral or other reflector by elec- 50 
trical or mechanical means. This method primarily pro-
duces amplitude modulation. Examples are U.S. Pat. 
Nos. 3,417,398; 3,308,464; and 2,917,739. Other prior art 
references include: A U.S. Army Electronics Command 
Technical Report entitled "An L-Band Moving Target 55 
Simulator" by John L. Kerr, November 1970. This 
report describes the development of an L-band moving 
target simulator which provides the Doppler frequen-
cies required to simulate target radial speeds in the 
range of one-half miles per hour to thirty miles per 60 
hour. The design provides single sideband performance 
and generates the Doppler frequencies with reasonable 
rotational speeds. 
However, none of the prior art methods contain the 
three most important attributes needed for a moving 65 
target simulator. These attributes are a precisely cali-
brated radar cross-section, a constant radar cross-sec-
tion, and a precisely controllable Doppler frequency. 
It is another object of this invention to provide a 
calibrated test target which can be used to perform MTI 
test measurements. 
It is a further object of this invention to provide a 
moving target simulator having a precisely calibrated 
radar cross section, a constant radar cross section, and a 
precisely controllable single-sided Doppler frequency. 
It is a still further object of this invention to provide 
a single axis device that can be used as an electronic 
countermeasures device. The complex reflector could 
be produced economically in quantity by precision cast-
ing or electroforming. The expendable device could 
then be used to deceive threat radars by simulating the 
return from a moving target. 
These and other objects are achieved by a device 
comprised of two dihedral reflectors of equal radar 
cross-section which are rotated on axis at equal rota-
tional speeds. The dihedral reflectors are separated 
laterally so that each has a clear view of the radar. The 
seam alignment of the second reflector is preferably 
displaced 45 degrees in angle from that of the first re-
flector. The reflectors are separated in a direction 
towards the radar preferably by a distance equivalent to 
the radar frequency wave length (A.) divided by 8. The 
device can use any even bounce reflectors such as top 
hat reflectors or segmented cylindrical reflectors. The 
latter is the subject of my copending patent application 
Ser. No. 290,029. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. t(a) is a top plan view of the preferred embodi-
ment of the MTI moving target simulator of this inven-
tion; 
FIG. t(b) is a side elevational view of the preferred 
embodiment of the MTI moving target simulator of this 
invention; 
FIG. t(c) is a sectional view of one of the dihedral 
reflectors taken along section lines A-A of FIG. t(a); 
FIG. l(a) is a top plan view of an alternate embodi-
ment of my present invention wherein two dihedral 
reflectors are rotated about a common axis of rotation; 
FIG. 2(b) is a side elevational view taken at an angle 
90 degrees to the crease of dihedral a shown in FIG. 
2(a); 
FIG. 2(c) is side elevational view taken parallel to the 
crease of dihedral a of FIG. l(a); 
FIG. l(d) is a side elevational view taken along sec-
tion A-A of FIG. 2(a); 
FIG. 3(a) is a top view of a further alternate embodi-
ment of the MTI moving target simulator of this inven-
tion illustrating three dihedral reflectors rotated about a 
common axis of rotation; 
FIG. 3(b) is a side elevational view of the embodi-
ment of FIG. 3(a) taken parallel to the crease of dihe-
dral a; 
FIG. 3(c) is side elevational view of the embodiment 
of FIG. 3(a) taken at an angle 90 degrees to the crease 
of dihedral a; 
FIG. 3(d) is a side elevational view of the embodi-
ment of FIG. 3(a) taken along section line A-A; 
4,972,192 
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FIG. 4(a) is a top plan view of a further embodiment 
the MTI moving target simulator of this invention illus-
trating four dihedral reflectors rotated about a common 
axis of rotation; 
FIG. 4(b) is a side elevational view of the embodi- S 
ment of FIG. 4(a) taken at an angle 90 degrees to the 
creases of dihedrals a and b therein; 
FIG. 4(c) is a side elevational view of the embodi-
ment of FIG. 4(a) taken at an angle parallel to the 
creases of dihedrals a and b therein; 10 
FIG. 4(d) is a side elevational view taken along sec-
tion line A-A of FIG. 4(a); 
FIG. 5 shows the maximum amplitude error as a 
function of the sidelobe ratio of the embodiment of 
FIG. 1; lS 
FIG. 6 shows the quadrahedral ratio of the larger to 
smaller sidebands as a function of azimuth angle at a 
frequency of 1250 MHz of the embodiment of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 7 shows the quadrahedral ratio of larger to 
smaller sidebands as a function of elevational angle at a 20 
frequency of 1250 MHz of the embodiment of FIG. 1. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 
Referring to FIGS. l(a), (b), and (c), there is shown a 2s 
device 10 comprised of two dihedral reflectors 12, 14 
mounted on shafts 16, 18 and supported by high speed 
precision bearings 20, 22. The dihedral reflectors 12, 14 
are rotated on axis at equal rotational speeds by a ~ 30 horsepower variable speed motor 24 through drive gear 
26 and spur gears 28, 30. The device 10 is also referred 
to as a quadrahedral. The motor can be powered by a 
portable 4 kW generator. The reflectors 12, 14 are sepa-
rated laterally and in the direction towards the radar by 3s 
a distance equal to A./8. In this manner, the radar returns 
from the two reflectors are in phase quadrature, that is, 
they are separated in phase by 90°. 
The dihedrals, 12, 14 are set up so that the crease 13 
of the first reflector 12 becomes vertical at 45° of rota- 40 
tion prior to when the crease 15 of the second reflector 
14 becomes vertical. When the amplitude returns from 
the first reflector 12 are maximum, the returns from the 
second reflector 14 are zero. As the reflectors start to 
rotate, the returns from the first reflector 12 start to 4S 
decrease and returns from the second reflector 14 start 
to increase. Since the returns from the two reflectors 
are in phase quadrature, the amplitude of the combined 
return signals are given by the square root of the sum of 
the squares of the individual return signal amplitudes so 
from the two reflectors. A key to this invention is that 
if the radar cross-section of the two reflectors are equal 
then the return signals to a linearly polarized radar 
maintain constant amplitude as the dihedrals rotate. 
The phase of the combined radar returns will initially ss 
be determined by the first reflector 12, but as the reflec-
tors start to rotate, the phase of the return signals is a 
combination of the phase of the two reflectors. Since 
the phase of the second reflector 14 is in phase quadra-
ture with that of the first reflector 12, and because of the 60 
45° lag in the rotation of the second reflector 14, the 
phase of the RF signal increases linearly (or decreases 
linearly depending upon the rotational direction) at a 
rate of 360° for each 180° of revolution of the dihedral 
reflectors. Therefore, the rotating reflectors 12, 14 pro- 6S 
duce a Doppler frequency that is twice the rotational 
frequency of the ret1ectors. The rotational speed of the 
dihedral reflectors 12, 14 can then be related to the 
4 
simulated target velocity in the radial direction towards 
the radar by the equation: 
v, 
RPM= 0.061.. 
where 
RPM=the rotational speed of the dihedrals in revo-
lutions per minute, 
V,=the simulated target radial velocity in km/hr, 
A=the radar RF wavelength in meters. 
Since the radar cross-section of the dihedral reflec-
tors 12, 14 can be determined by known formulas, cali-
bration of the simulated target radar cross-section can 
easily be achieved. The return signal received back at 
the radar will have the same properties as that received 
from a moving target with constant radar cross-section. 
The radar cross-section <r of a vertically-polarized re-
turn from a single dihedral with its seam vertical or 
horizontal, such as dihedral 12 in FIG. l(a), is given by 
the equation 
where r=radius of the dihedral 
A=the RF wavelength 
FIGS. 2, 3 and 4 show alternate embodiments of this 
invention. Suitable configurations comprise any combi-
nation of two or more even bounce reflectors rotating 
on axis on the same rotational rate with one or more of 
the reflectors with creases preferably lags or is dis-
placed 45° with respect to the creases in the remaining 
reflectors, and with their creases displaced along the 
axis by a distance of A./8 with respect to the creases of 
the remaining reflectors. 
FIG. 2 shows a single rectangular ret1ector com-
prised of two dihedrals a, b which are rotated about a 
common rotary axis. Dihedral b lags dihedral a by 45 
degrees and is axially offset behind dihedral a by A/8. 
FIG. 3 shows a single circular array comprised of three 
dihedrals which are rotated about a common rotary 
axis. Dihedrals b and c lag dihedral a by 45 degrees, 
while dihedral a is offset axially behind dihedrals b and 
c by A./8. FIG. 4 shows a single square reflector com-
prised of four dihedrals which are rotated about a com-
mon rotary axis. Dihedrals b and c lag dihedrals a and b 
by 45 degrees and are axially offset behind dihedrals a 
and b by A/8. 
As can be seen from FIGS. 2, 3 and 4, the MTI mov-
ing target simulator of the present invention may be 
comprised of any number of two or more dihedral re-
flectors which are not necessarily required to be rotated 
about a single axis as shown by the device of FIG. 1. It 
is preferable, however, that the radar cross-section 
(RCS) of the first group of dihedrals whose creases are 
parallel to each other preferably and substantially equal 
the radar cross-section of the second group of dihedral 
reflectors whose creases lag by 45 degrees. Thus, for 
example, in its preferred embodiment, the radar cross-
section of dihedral reflector a of the device is substan-
tially equal to the radar cross-section of dihedral reflec-
tor b of FIGS. 1and2. The device of FIG. 3 is an effort 
to maximize the use of a circular area employing three 
reflectors. In its preferred mode, the radar cross-section 
of reflector a is substantially equal to the radar cross-
section of reflectors b and c of the device of FIG. 3. 
5 
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Similarly, in its preferred mode, the radar cross-section 
of reflectors a and b is substantially equal to the radar 
cross-section of reflectors c and d of the device of FIG. 
4. 
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RCS varied as much as ±3 dB, the resulting RCS mea-
surements could be biased. 
An MTI target simulator was fabricated and cali-
brated against the RCS of a polished metal sphere of 
With reference to the device of FIG. 1, for example, 
the instantaneous vertically-polarized return signal 
from the upper axially rotating dihedral reflector 12 
(reflector A for the purposes of the equations below) in 
the quadrahedral is given by the equation 
5 25.1 inch diameter at the RF frequency of 1250 MHz. 
The radar cross-section (RCS) is defined as that radar 
return received from a perfectly conducting sphere of a 
physical, two dimensional area. Thus, a 44.5 inch diame-
ter sphere projects a two dimensional area of one square 
rrcos29 ~os2w/ ol 
axial rotation rate of the reflector 
lo RF frequency of the radar 
10 meter in the direction of the radar, and thus by defini-
tion has a radar cross-section (RCS) of one square me-
ter. The 25.1 inch diameter sphere has a two dimen-
sional area of0.33 square meters, and thus a radar cross-
section of 5 DB below one square meter. This sphere 
15 was used as a calibration standard of RCS for the mea-
surements. The return from the moving target simulator 
(quadrahedral) with the dihedrals not rotating was 
about 3 dB higher than that of the sphere. As the dihe-
The lower rotating dihedral reflector 14 (reflector B 
for the purposes of the equations below) has its seam 
displaced 45 degrees from that of reflector 12, and its 
return is delayed 90 degrees in phase from that of reflec- 20 
tor 12. Therefore, the return from reflector 14 is given 
by 
drals started to rotate, the sidebands started to separate 
from that of the stationary reflection from the quad-
rahedral housing. At 10,050 rpm the measured Doppler 
shift was approximately 335 Hz, which corresponds to 
that of an aircraft traveling at a radial rate of approxi-
mately 78 knots. At 1,250 MHz, the return from the rB = rrcos2(80 - w/4)tsin2w/ot or, 
r B = <TSin29 otsin2w/ o1 
Let/D = 8ofw, and using trigonometric identities 
rB = (rr/2)[cos2w(f0 + fD)t - cos2wifo - fD)t] 
and 
r A = (rr/2)[cos2w(f0 + fD)t] + cos2w(f0 - fD)t]. 
25 lower sideband (Lt) was measured to be 27 dB down 
from that of the upper sideband (ft), and the amplitude 
of ft was about ! dB less than that of the sphere. The 
RCS of the quadrahedral was, therefore, about 0.25 m2. 
The total instantaneous vertically polarized return 30 
(r) from reflectors 12 and 14 is given by 
Thus, the detected radar signal reflected from the 35 
quadrahedral will be of constant amplitude with an 
RCS of <r, and the reflected signal will be offset from 
the radar carrier frequency by the Doppler frequency 
(fn). Since the RCS of the reflector can be calculated 
from known formulas, the return signal amplitudes can 40 
be precisely determined. Thus, the device produces an 
ideal single-sided Doppler component such as would be 
received from a constant RCS target moving at a con-
stant speed in the direction of the radar. 
It can be seen, therefore, that the device of this inven- 45 
tion provides a constant calibrated amplitude return 
with a Doppler frequency shift that is directly related to 
the rotational speed of the reflectors. In a spectral ana-
lyzer display of the return from the rotating reflectors 50 
the spectral return appears as a sideband (ft) on one side 
separated from the radar frequency (fo) by the Doppler 
shift (fa), while the sideband (Lt) on the other side of 
fo is suppressed. If the amplitude of the unwanted side-
band (f- t) is not completely suppressed, it will cause an 55 
amplitude fluctuation on the target return, and depend-
ing upon where the radar samples the return, the appar-
ent target size will either be increased or decreased. 
FIG. 5 shows the worst case effect of the amplitude 
fluctuation as a function of the ratio of ft to Lt for the 60 
embodiment of FIG. 1. A sideband suppression of 18.3 
dB provides a maximum measurement error in the ap-
parent target radar cross-section of± l dB due to ampli-
tude modulation of the return. Since RCS calibration 
measurements include observations of a large number of 65 
returns, the effects of the amplitude modulations will 
tend to be averaged so that a variation of ± l dB will 
have negligible effects on the results. If the apparent 
As a quadrahedral is rotated laterally, the phase be-
tween the two reflectors changes from the ideal 90° 
separation in RF phase. Measurements at 1,250 MHz 
were made over the azimuth range from + 2.5 degrees 
(clockwise looking down on the device) to -2.5 de-
grees. FIG. 6 shows that the ratio of the sidelobes ft 
/L 1 does decrease with azimuth angle for the embodi-
ment of FIG. 1; however, there is at least a ±0.5° re-
gion over which the ratio does exceed 18.3 dB. 
Since elevation changes should not effect the relative 
phase between the reflectors, the sideband ratio does 
not change rapidly with elevation angle. FIG. 7 plots 
the sideband ratio based on measurements over a range 
from -3 to +4.8 degrees for the embodiment of FIG. 
1. Over this range of elevation angles, the f1 amplitude 
remained constant, while the f-1 component was down 
by at least 20 dB. The fact that the ratio peaked at about 
+2° may indicate that the assumed 0° elevation case 
was not boresighted with the reflector. 
As can be seen from the above, the crease 15 of the 
reflector 14 should ideally lag the crease 13 of reflector 
12 by 45 degrees in rotation. A slight degredation of 
performance may occur if the lag of crease 15 is not 45 
degrees resulting in minor amplitude fluctuations and 
unwanted increase in sidelobe. Similarly, if the longitu-
dinal or axial offset between reflectors 12 and 14, for 
example, is not exactly A/8 degradation of performance 
will also occur similar to off-axis rotation of the device 
also resulting in an increase of sidelobe. 
While the invention has been particularly shown and 
described with reference to the preferred embodiment 
thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art 
that various changes in form and details may be made 
therein without departing from the spirit and scope of 
the invention. 
Having thus described my invention, what I claim 
and desire to secure as Letters Patent is as follows; 
1. A constant amplitude Doppler producing radar 
reflector for simulating a moving target to an illuminat-
ing radar comprising a plurality of axially mounted and 
4,972,192 
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!..=the illuminating radar's RF wavelength in meters. 
10. The method of claim 8 wherein the step of mount-
ing each of said plurality of dihedral reflectors on a 
rotatable shaft includes setting up said plurality of dihe-
rotatable reflectors having substantially equal radar 
cross-section wherein each reflector is positioned with 
respect to the others of said plurality of reflectors both 
laterally and in the direction toward said illuminating 
radar by a distance such that signals reflected therefrom 
are in phase quadrature. 
2. The radar reflector of claim 1 wherein said plural-
ity of reflectors are separated from each other in the 
direction towards the illuminating radar by a distance 
equivalent to one-eighth of the radar frequency wave-
length of said illuminating radar. 
5 dral reflectors so that the crease of each of said plurality 
of dihedral reflectors becomes vertical at 45 degrees of 
rotation prior to when the crease of any other of said 
plurality of dihedral reflectors becomes vertical. 
11. The method of claim 8 wherein the step of posi-
3. The radar reflector of claim 1 wherein said plural-
ity of reflectors comprises a pair of substantially identi-
cal dihedral reflectors that are mounted and rotated on 
separate axes. 
10 tioning each dihedral reflector with respect to the oth-
ers of said plurality of dihedral reflectors includes sepa-
rating each reflector in the direction towards the illumi-
nating radar by a distance equivalent to one-eighth of 
the radio frequency wavelength of said illuminating 
15 radar. 
4. The radar reflector of claim 1 wherein said plural-
ity of radar reflectors comprises four dihedral reflectors 
that are mounted and rotated on a common axis. 
5. The radar reflector of claim 1 wherein said plural-
ity of radar reflectors comprises an array of three dihe- 20 
dral reflectors that are mounted and rotated about a 
common axis. 
6. The radar reflector of claim 1 wherein said plural-
ity of radar reflectors comprises a pair of dihedral re- 25 flectors mounted and rotated on a single axis. 
7. The radar reflector of claim 1 wherein said plural-
ity of axially mounted and rotatable reflectors further 
comprises at least two substantially identical even 
bounce dihedral reflectors each rotating on its axis at 30 
the same rate with the crease in each reflector set at 45 
degrees with respect to the crease in the others of said 
even bounce reflectors. 
8. A method for providing a constant amplitude Dop-
pler producing radar reflector including at least two 35 
rotatable diherdral reflectors of equal radar cross sec-
tion to simulate a moving target to an illuminating radar 
operating at a radio frequency characterized by a wave-
length 1, said method comprising the steps of: 
mounting each of said plurality of dihedral reflectors 40 
on a rotatable shaft; 
positioning each dihedral reflector with respect to the 
others of said plurality of dihedral reflectors at a 
location along its shaft such that signals reflected 
therefrom are in phase quadrature when they are 45 
rotated; and . 
rotating said dihedral reflectors at equal rotational 
speed. 
9. The method of claim 8 wherein the step of rotating 
the dihedral reflectors includes selecting a simulated 50 
radial velocity for said constant amplitude Doppler 
producing radar reflector and rotating said shaft-
mounted dihedral reflectors at a rate given by the for-
mula: 
12. A constant amplitude Doppler producing radar 
reflector for simulating a moving target to an illuminat-
ing r~dar comprising a plurality of axially mounted and 
rotatable reflectors each having an axis of rotation 
aligned in a direction toward said illuminating radar and 
each having a crease, said plurality of rotatable reflec-
tors including a first reflector and a second reflector, 
the second reflector being displaced axially in the direc-
tion toward said illuminating radar from the first reflec-
tor and the crease of the second reflector displaced in 
rotation with respect to the crease of the first reflector 
such that the return signal from said constant amplitude 
radar reflector to said illuminating radar will be of sub-
stantially constant amplitude with an apparent radar 
cross-section which varies by less than ±3 dB. 
13. A constant amplitude Doppler producing radar 
reflector as claimed in claim 12, wherein said second 
reflector is positioned with respect to said first reflector 
by a distance such that signals reflected therefrom are in 
phase quadrature. 
14. A constant amplitude Doppler producing radar 
reflector as claimed in claim 12, wherein said second 
reflector is displaced from said first reflector in the 
direction towards the illuminating radar by a distance 
equivalent to one-eight of the radar frequency wave-
length of said illuminating radar. 
15. A constant amplitude Doppler producing radar 
reflector as claimed in claim 12, wherein said second 
reflector is displaced from said first reflector in rotation 
by 45 degrees. 
16. A constant amplitude Doppler producing radar 
reflector as claimed in claim 12, wherein said first re-
flector includes a plurality of reflectors having a com-
bined radar cross-section substantially equal to the 
radar cross-section of said second reflector. 
17. A constant amplitude Doppler producing radar 
reflector as claimed in claim 12, wherein said second 
reflector includes a plurality of reflectors having a com-
bined radar cross-section substantially equal to the 
55 radar cross-section of said first reflector. 
v, 
RPM= 0.06A. 
where 
RPM= the rotational speed of the dihedral reflectors 
in revolutions per minute, 
V,=the simulated target radial velocity in km/hr, 
18. A constant amplitude Doppler producing radar 
reflector as claimed in claim 12, wherein said first re-
flector includes a plurality of reflectors and said second 
reflector includes a plurality of reflectors, the radar 
60 cross-section of the first reflector being substantially 
equal to the radar cross section of the second reflector. 
* * * * * 
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